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SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY 


ANDRÉS RIVADULLA I 

ABSTRACT: Can deductive reasoning be applied to the context of discovery of mathematical physics? 1 term 
predl/c/ion the method of reasoning that, starting from the available theoretical background as a whole, allows for 
the anticipation of previousl y unknown results, provided that the eombination of already aeeepted resu lts of 
different theories - those taken as premises ofthe deduetive reasoning - is compatible with dimensional analysis, 
This is the method by whieh many hypotheses, laws, and theoretieal models are introdueed into physies, 
Computational preduction further extends the possibilities of machine learning, which in the past forty years has 
¡nformed computational systems, implementing both the rediscovery of empirical laws and the automated 
discovery of equations in data bases. Automated preduction would also facilitate scientific creativity in theoretical 
physies, 
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1. Problem solving and induction 

Two years after the publication of Popper's Objeclive Knowledge , a book in which he 

develops his anti-inductivist sta nce, which states that we can never rationally justify our belief in 

the truth of a theory, or in its being probably true, Herbert Simon (1974 , 330) proclaimed the clase 

relationship between induction and problem solving: "from a logical standpoint the processes 

involved in problem solv ing are inductive, not deductive," More specifically: 'The problem solving 

process is an information gathering process as much as it is a search process, '" The process for 

using this information to steer the search are generally processes 01' inductive inference, Being 

inductive, they do not provide certainty, but have only heuristic value in guiding the search and 

making it efficient." 

Since both positions are not compatible with each other, one possible outcome is to assume 

that the logical illegitimacy 01' induction is not decisive for the methodology 01' science , Langley el 

al. (1987 , 16-17.My italics, A, R,) are perfectly aware of the weakness 01' inductive inferences, In 

an argument reminiscent 01' Popper, they maintain that: 

" lt is well known that no universally quantified generalization can be verified 
decisively by a finite set 01' observations, Not only may subsequent observations 
overthrow the verification, but it wi ll never be the case that the generalization that 
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has been found to fit the observations is unique. Other generalizalions, known or 
not, will describe or explain lhe data just as well as (he one being considered." 

But, instead of concluding, with Popper, thal induc(ion simply does not exist, they conclude 

thal ,denee salves Ihese problems of eerlainty ond uniqueness by ignoring Ihe",. In relation 10 the 

flawed ossumplion thal \Ve are seeking an infol/ible method ofscienlific di scovery, they affirm: 

'The discovery process so lves the problem of infallíbilílY, as i( does the problems 
of certainty and uniqueness of generalizations, by ignoring it. ... We requíre neither 
a guarantee that so lutíons, in the form of laws, can be found, nor a guarantee that 
the laws can be strongl y verified. '· (ap. cit., 303) 

Insi sting on this idea, Langley el al. (op ei/., J6-17.My ítalícs, A. R.) maíntain that 

"The problem of discovery ís precisely to find some generalization that is 
parsimonious and consístent with all the gíven data (wíthin some críterion of 
accuracy). At the poínt of dí scovery , no claim is made that the generalízatíon will 
survíve the te st of additional evídence. or that another generalízatíon will not be 
found that is equally adequate for describing the original data . (... ) If even one 
generalization or explanation can be found to fit a body of data reasonable well , ít 
will usually be accepted , at least untíl a competitíve law or explanation comes 
along or until new important data are tound that do not fit at all. When two or more 
explanations for the same dala or for overlapping data are discovered , there arise 
the new tasks of evaluating them relalíve to one another and (usually) di scoveríng 
new laws that reconcíle (he discrepancíes . In all (hese círcumstances, the tirst and 
vital task is to discover laws. While (hat is goíng on. the existence of competitors, 
actual or potential, ís simply irrelevan!. The cOl1cern Ihal Ihe philosophy o/ science 
hos had for Ihe cerlainty and uniqueness of induelions slems from a miseonceplion 
of Ihe nall/re of seience . .. . Laws, or supposed laws, will often be díscovered (a 
happy moment) . They will often be refuted by later evidence (a sad moment), and 
the y will sometí mes have to contend with rival laws that explain the same data (a 
perplexing moment)." 

Thus Langley's el al. , Cap. eil., ibid.) pos ítion on the Humean indue/ion problem ís: 

"The functíon of verification procedures is not to provide scientists with 
unattainabJe certainty or uniqueness for discoveries , but to inform them about the 
ri sks they are running ín commíttíng themselves (o hypotheses that have been 
discovered and to pro víde guídance that may enhance theír chances of making 
relatively durable discoveries." 

Popper ' s issues wíth the índuction problern do not seem to be justified. 


Moreover Langley el al. Copo eil., 39 and 40, re specti ve ly) are very far from endorsing a 


naive verificationism: 
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"The notion that theories are to be validated by deriving them deductivel y from 
observations - usually called naive verif¡cationism - is clearly invalid." "Of course, 
many scientific papers contain statements about ev idence 's upporting ', 
' strengthening ', Or 'weakening' a theory .... But such statements fall far short of 
constituting quantitative claims of ' degree 01' justifiable belief. There does not 
seem to be any essenti a l requirement in science for such claims." 

As to the relationship between the context 01' justification and the context of discovery, 

which for them are not sepa rate and distinct questions (see Ri vad uJla 2012), Langley el al. (op. cil., 

58-59) conclude: 

"F irst, a new discovery ... is generally developed through a step-b y-step search 
guided at each ste p by data. Second, at each step in thi s process, the developing 
hypothesis is guaranteed to be confirmed by the data examined thus far. Third, 
s ince only a finite body of data is in question, the verification can be com plete (that 
is, compatibility with the data can be definitely confirmed), although uniqueness 
cannot be guaranteed . Fourth, because 01' th e incremental character of the process, 
the discovery, once arri ved at, has alread y achieved a co nsiderable degree of 
confirmation, although it still may fa il when tested against new data. " 

Paul Thagard (1988,27-28) also points to the limitations 01' induction: 

"inductive inference lis] inference to conclusions that do not fo llow necessarily 
from what is already known. Induction ... can lead to conclusions that are not only 
useless but false. At least in deduction, what follows from true premises has to be 
true, whereas induction unavoidab ly involves a kind of leap. You may have 
observed myriad instances ofcopper conducting e lectricit y, but generalizing that all 
co pper conducts electricity still introduces uncertainty." 

Thus, according to Thagard, the use of induction cannot go beyond the production of rules 

for problem solv ing and explanati on: 

" in making inductions , we do not want to be concerned only with reaching well
warranted conclusions: we want to produce rules that will be useful for future use 
in problem so lving and explanation." 

This position is in complete agreement with Simon ' s ( 1995, 175. My italics, A. R.): 

"Nor is exact truth the realistic goal of discovery.... The task 01' discovery is to 
create theories th at explain the data 'well enough' , with the hope that tomorrow 
they can be explained better. ... We cal l a problem so lution a di scovery to th e 
extent that it is both valuable (and/or interesting) and novel. So an empirical theory 
of discovery is a Iheo/y of how novel and valuable (01' interesring) problem 
solulions are in facl fo und." 
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2. Automated induction and computational scientific discovery 

To claim that scientitic discovery proceeds computationally points to the exi stence of 

methods, systems or programs that allow for its automation. As Saso Dzeroski el al. (2007, 1) 

affirm: "Research on computational scientitic discovery aims to develop computer systems which 

produce results that, íf a human scientist did the same , we would refer to as discoveríes." 

The computational science of scientitic díscovery ís grounded In the development of 

computational systems that from their very beg ínning have been able to reproduce, replicate, 

s imulate, or redi scover important laws of the history of science . Such systems or programs, usuall y 

written in LlSP or in PROLOG, did appear during the 1960s, and since the 70s they have beeome 

well established. From th e perspeetive of the twenty-first eentury, referring to the set of programs 

colleetively calJed BACON, Dzeroski el al. (2007 , 8.My itali cs, A.R.) affirm that they implemented 

"data-driven induction of descriptive laws and were demonstrated on historical 
examples. Togelher, Ihey provided Ihe firsl compellíng evidence /ha/ computa/ional 
scien/ific discovery was ac/ual/y possible." "The early work on eomputational 
di scovery focussed on reconstructions from the hi story of scienee that were 
consistent with widely aeeepted theories of human cognition. This was an 
appropriate strategy, in that these examples let researehers test their methods on 
relatively s imple probl ems for whieh answers were known ." (op. Ci( , 9) 

Langley' s et al. (1987 , 20.My italics, A. R.) book is mainly con cerned with " /h e induction of 

descriptive and explana/ory theoríes from dala." In order to implement this task, these authors 

employ the computer program BACON, whieh is eapable of inductively producing sc ientitie 

discoveries from empirical data. Referring to BACON, Shrager and Langley (1990, lO) c1aim: 

" BACON ... focused on the induction of numerica l laws from experimental data." And Thagard & 

Nowak (1990, 28) affirm that " the BACON program takes numerieal values as inputs and generate s 

equations that tit those values." AIso, Herbert Simon (1992, 8.My italies, A. R.) insi sts on the pure 

inductive character of BA CON: 

"A series of computer programs, col/eclively named BA CON, has successful/y simulaled /he 
process whereby a substantial number of important laws of eighteenlh and nineleenlh 
cenlury chemis/ry were inducedfrom dala." 

For instanee, BACON is able to obtain Kepl er' s Third Law inductivel y from data. But it can 

al so obtain Joseph Black's laws oftemperature equilibrium, the law of conservation of momentum, 

and many others. Jt does not only tind laws, but is al so able to introduce new theoretical concepts, 

like inertial mass, specitic heat, atomic weight, etc. Simon (1995 , 177) a[so recognizes BACON 'S 

capabilities as a data-driven automated diseovery program: 
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"It can be claimed that BACON'S process resembles closely the process that human 
scientists have used in a number of important historical cases where little or no 
theory was available to guide the search for laws: hence 'data-driven discovery'. " 

3. Computational preduction 

Computational scientists repeatedly assert that they have filled the gap left behind by 

philosophers of science, and they reproach them for abandoning the context of discovery (see 

Rivadulla 2012). Is the moment now ripe for the philosophers of sc ience to regain the lost ground 

and to advance new possibilities in computational science? In order to answer this question, it is 

necessary to extend the spectrum of possibi I ities of sc ientific discovery. In this respect, both a wider 

concept of ' scientific discovery' and a closer attention to real scientific methods are unavoidable. In 

particular we must investigate the possibility of new strategies for the introduction of novel ideas 

into sc ience, beyond standard ampliative inferences, such as inducti on and abduction. 

As to the first issue , Dzeroski el al. (2007, 3-4.My italics , A. R.) define scientific discovery 

- brietly, and without further reference to exclusive methods of research - as 

"the process by which a scientist creates or finds so me hitherto unknown 
knowledge, such as a class of objects, an empirical law, or an explanatory theory . 
... A defining aspect of discovery is that the knowledge sho uld be new and 
previously unknowl1." 

When addressing the issue of non-standard ways of introducing new ideas into science, 

philosophers of science have maintained different perspectives. Pete r Medawar (1974, 289) pointed 

10 the weakness of deductive reasoning in scientific methodo logy: 

"The weakness of the hypothetico-deductive system, insofar as it might profess to 
offer a complete aeeount ofthe seientifie process, lies in its di sclaiming any power 
to explain how hypotheses come into being." 

For his part, Thomas Niekles (2008, 446) guesses at the applicability of deduetive reaso ning 

in diseovery tasks: 

"it is worth noting that even an ordinary deduetive argument need not be sterile: it 
may be epistemologically ampliative even though it is not logieally ampliative, for 
we are not logieally omniseient beings who see all the logical eonsequenees of a set 
of propositions." 

And Elie Zahar (1983 , 244-245.My italies, A. R.) has unambiguously advaneed the thesis of 

the deductive eharaeter of seientifie discovery: 

"Ihe process oI discovery ... resls largely on deduclive argumel1ls Ji'om principIes 
which underlie not only sciel1ce and deduetive metaph ys ies but also everyday 
deeisions." 
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On pages 249-250 he argues that 

" the logic of scientific di scovery is not inductive ; neilher does it resemble artistic 
creation, but is, instead , largely deductive .... Unlike Popper, I think that deduction 
constitutes the most important element in the process of invention ." 

The problem with Zahar's proposal is that the deductive character of sc ienlific discovery is 

based on the metaph ysical assumption of the existence of several philosophical principies and 

mela-principies, which, as a sort of premises for deductive reasoning, allow for the creation of 

theories . Such principies are the Principie of Correspondence, the Principie of ldenlity, the 

Principie ofSufficienl Reasan, and the Principie ofProporlionality ofCause and Effect. lnteresting 

though it is, Zahar's proposal is a metaphysica l theory about the deductive nature of scientific 

discovery. It is a highly speculative hypothesis, far removed from the methodological character both 

of amplialive inferences in natural observational sc iences alld of anticipative inferences, like 

theoretical preduction , in natural theoretical sciences such as mathematical physics. 

Contrary to philosophers of science, computational scientists seem to be less reticent when 

debating the role of deductive reasoning in scientific di scove ry. For instance, Sh rager and Langley 

(1990, 5-9) emphasize the deduclive law formal/on, which 

" produces laws by a second route [the first one is the inductive one, A. R.), stat1ing 
with a theory and using an explanatory framework to deduce both a law and an 
explanation of how that law derives from th e theory.... For instance, Einstein 's 
theory of general relati vity led to an in ferred law about the orbit of Mercury." 

Indeed, thi s is a clear instance of how a novel law can be derived in a pu re ly inlra-lheorical 

way. Further examples are lhe deduction of Einstein's famous law E=mc2
, Maxwell-Boltzmann 

di stribution laws, etc. 

The poss ibility of deductive discovery brings the philosopher of sc ience c1 0ser to the idea of 

preduclion. As I ha ve ad vanced elsewhere (see Rivadulla 2010) , preduction anticipates still

unknown ideas in phys ics by the combination, compatible with dimensional analysis, of prev ious ly 

accepted res ults of different disciplines or theories of mathematical physics. Since these res ults, 

which are the premises of the preductive way of reasoning, proceed from different theories, 

preduction represents transverse or inter-Iheorelical deduction. Thi s is what makes it poss ible to 

anticipate new ideas in ph ysics. 

l s Iheory-driven discovery an antecedent of computational preduction? Simon ( 1992, 10

ll.My italics, A. R.) offers several examples ofcomputatiollal di scovery: 

"Suppose we provide BACON with some very broad theoretical concepts: that when 
substances are mixed together both mass and heat are conserved; and that the law 
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describing the temperature equilibrium of such a mixture should be symmetrical in 
the properties ofthe componenrs. Then, Black 's law oftemperature equilibrium can 
be deduced from these assumptions, in advance of any examination of data, and the 
data simply used to confirm the law. Wirhout rhese assumptions, BACON must 
induce the law from data with the help of rather arduous calculations. Thus, 
assumptions of conservation and symmetry can be used as heuristics to reduce rhe 
search required to find laws." 

Similarly, under rhe assumption that chemical substances are made up of molecules, and 

molecules of atoms of the elements, and that atoms are conserved in reactions and thar volumes of 

gasses, under constant temperature, are proportional to the numbers of their molecules, etc. , the 

DALTON program 

"deduces the chemical formulas of the molecules involved. For example, on being 
told that three volumes of hydrogen and one of nitrogen produce two of ammonia, 
it concludes, correctly, that hydrogen and nitrogen are H2 and N2, respectively, and 
that ammonia has the formula NH3." (Simon 1992, ¡bid) 

Thus, insofar as theory-driven di scovery might involve assumptions from different theories , 

it could conceivably advance computational preduction. 

Computational preduction is automated theoretical preduction. The compulalional 

preduction hypothesi s as sumes the possibility of automating preduction mechani sms. It is grounded 

in the existence, since the 1970s, of computational methods for automating scientific discoveries. 

Since the applicability of the methods of lA to scientific discovery allows for the automation of 

inductive and abductive processes, computational preduction would help us to anlicljJale new and 

previously unknown results in theoretical physics, and would therefore extend scientific creativity. 
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